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THE PHILOSOPHERS HUTS
The philosophers huts design studio asked students to consider mans
relationship with nature and how such thinking has shaped the many
philosophies of civilisation.
The issues exposed by these investigations formed the background for
the design of a small dwelling in which one could retreat from modern
life and contemplate nature.
The site was twenty acres of natural busland in Heathcote , Victoria.
The students spent a week on the property, firstly choosing a specific site
for their hut and then mapping aspects of flora and fauna, views and
sight lines, sun paths, wind directions and micro climates that defined the
dynamics of the site.

‘The man–nature relationship has always been ambiguous, nature
being seen as both a provider and an enemy. In the Judeo-Christian
tradition, man is set apart from nature and called to dominate it,
although this attitude has been revised to become one of stewardship. Oriental religions, on the other hand, have a more holistic view
and consider humans as an integral part of nature. Modern philosophers have views ranging from anthropocentrism to biocentrism and
egocentrism. It is suggested that mankind should take a pragmatic
approach by which primary human needs are met first and foremost
whereas the needs of other living organisms and ecosystems are allowed to prevail over secondary human needs.’
Ph. Bourdeau
‘The man−nature relationship and environmental ethics’
Université Libre de Bruxelles, Bruxelles 1050, Belgium August 2003.

In concert with these physical studies the students were asked to develop
a guiding concept statement and approach to the way in which they
designed the hut. They were asked to look for a driving analogy, metaphor or allegory they wished too express and to formulate a set of conditions or ways in which people would inhabit and interact with the space.
This conceptual framework was referred to at all stages of the design
development in order to clarify design decision making and ensure that
the hut was conceived as an integrated entity. From siting and structure
through to the selection of materials and detailing of junctions.
The huts were designed to accomodate between one and four people
for between one and seven days at a time. The program of the huts had
to address living, sleeping, cooking, bathing and toilet spaces. The realtionship of the huts interior spaces with that of the exterior environment
were considered paramount in the shaping of the huts form.
The volume of the hut could be any shape, interlocking shapes or series
of shapes. However it was to be no bigger than 81m3 (equivalent to 3
x 3 x 3 x 3 m) interior volume. External decks and stair spaces could be
added to complement the function of this interior volume.
In association with the philosophical and aesthetic connections with
the landscape the designs were to incorporate appropriate technologies and materials which address sustainable issues of insulation, energy,
water collection and waste disposal.
With all these issues in mind the students developed their concepts,
through a series of sketch designs and models, computer generated
studies, technical plans and a final 1:20 scale detailed model.
The designs shown in this document are a selection of projects completed by the studio group. They display a diverse range of approaches to
the issues of dwelling space and the natural environment and serve as a
source book of concepts and solutions for sustainable building and living
practices.

The designs rationale was to orientate the hut
in order to capture the outdoor elements and
enjoy their beauty through the floor to ceiling
windows. These windows would act as a border,
framing the sunset every evening and letting
the suns glow light up the huts interior. A back to
basics lifestyle would be enjoyed when staying
at the hut, with a small potbelly for all cooking
needs and source of warmth during winter.
The kitchen and living areas are situated on
ground level opening up onto decking that
stretches the whole west side of the building
connecting the hut to the composting toilet.
The shower sits underneath the stairs in between
two stonewalls that contribute to the buildings
thermal mass. Upstairs is a bedroom big enough
for two people and a wardrobe. This area has
two glass doors that open to the south onto a
veranda that flows around to the west to watch
the sunset and look through to the valleys
beyond.

CHRISTINA FOGALE

In the full moons light, high up in the trees yet
surrounded with dense foliage, a sugar glider soars
through the air. For that split second it’s out of it’s
element, becoming something completely different
to both itself and it’s surroundings. The sugargliders
live nestled within hollowed out trees. A habitat that
blends into the surrounding environment while providing a home.
The huts design uses the sugargliders perilous flight
and cosy home to inspire its conception. The design
brings together two contrasting elements. Ideas of
verticality, strength and dominance form the hub of
the design where fixed appliances such as kitchen
and bathroom reside. While cantilevered elements
extend dramatically from the vertical core. This section hosts the living and entertaining areas and is
delineated by floor to ceiling full length sliding glass
doors.
Designed to engulf the occupant and have them
become immersed in the land, the space is not a
lookout sited towards picture perfect scenery. The hut
is about connecting with the land and becoming a
part of the view rather than being seperated from it.
A junction of contradicting components creating a
dramatic gesture in the landscape yet living with the
least possible impact.

JACQUELINE HOLLAND

The site imbues feelings of enclosure and protection, by the hill which shelters the hut from the south and the
trees which wrap around the entire space. The different spaces of the hut encourage the inhabitants to move
out of their luxury zone and become exposed to the outside environment when having to move from space to
space. Decking connects the separate spaces to form the hut, allowing movement to the spaces for different
activities. In the open area a feeling of balance is created in the space as you experience all the elements
equally.

The design uses red gum timber cladding and rendered surfaces on the north and east facing facades. The
south and west facing facades are full timber cladding. A rich red similar to the red gum colour is featured on
wall inside the living room and bedroom to continue the feeling of warmth within the hut. The design incorporates systems to provide rain water and generate electricity from the sun. Waste from the composting toilet is
used as a fertilizer in the soil.

ALICE WENSOR

The idea behind the design was that of a meeting
point. A point of focus which collects the natural
aspects of the site, directing sunlight into the interior spaces and framing views to the landscape
beyond.
The hut is located on the middle of an eastern facing hill. The site is defined by two kangaroo paths
that intersect at the base of the hill and a granite
outcrop that follows the path of the geological
fault line that runs through the property.
The circular plan is centred around a semi
submerged water tank. Water from the roof is directed to the tank via a series of transparent tubes
that frame the central kitchen space before being
pumped to a header tank for use.
The spaces are arranged to make the most of
natural light, climatic conditions and prevailing
views. Clerestory windows in the bedroom offer
diffused and even light, the central kitchen skylight
illuminates the interior living spaces while the large
vertical louvres on the western facade catch the
rays of the setting sun. The decks provide areas for
cooking in summer and places to take in views of
the valley and creek below.

SZE PO KAN

The hut took its inspiration from a strand
of trees on the western edge of the
property that grow along straight lines
following the granite ridge. The hut is
nestled amonst these trees on the ridge
and uses the analogy of the tree to
shape its conception.
The hut rises vertically from the land
with its solar panelled window awnings
oriented towards the north where they
shade the interior from the northern
light while gathering the optimum
amount of energy for hot water and
electricity.
The structure sits on two large concrete
water tanks that double as both stairs
and as the walls for the ground level
composting toilet. The interior spaces
are arranged around the use and
flow of water which is pumped up too
header tank above the shower on the
second level and flows down into the
kitchen and down into waste water
treatment.
Climbing the stairs from the ground you
reach a cantilevered deck that adjoins
the kitchen and living spaces. On the
second floor the shower is housed while
on the top floor a large futon bed covers the entire floor surface.

TAM LAP

In approaching the design, I developed a
philosophy that dictates how the hut would be
lived in. I focused on the concept of transition,
as the site I chose was a translation between
two worlds where the density of the forest met
the spaciousness of the land and view. Using this
notion, I could also communicate the position
between man and nature, as a transition.
I sought to express the dichotomy between
experience and vision. To question the division of the way we know things intellectually
and the way we know things visually. Through
engaging the occupant in the manipulation
of light and air through the interaction with the
louvre systems that clad the exterior walls, the
design communicates the relationship one may
have with the environment at different times of
the day and different seasons in the year. The
design encourages movement and experience
and suggests that the space may be shaped
to suit the individuals needs and responses to
nature and its conditons.

LINDA NGUYEN

The designs intention was to create an intimate relationship between
interior and exterior and between man and nature. This is a space for
people to be exposed to the landscape and experience a totally
different lifestyle from the city.
The hut was designed to be a space with no interior walls, individual
spaces are delineated by changes in level and through the alcoves
generated by the fragmented plan. The dark exterior camouflages the
building with its surroundings while the all white interior creates a pure
space into which the natural elements are projected.

HUI CHING LAAM

The concept for the hut is that of a handshake. A handshake is
both a greeting and a symbol of reconciliation. I sought to make
a space that reconciled different aspect of the site, an architectural handshake which brought together the sun angles and
dense trees in the north with the breezes and views to the south.
The two hands of the design also divide the hut into public and
private spaces. The kitchen living and dining area is made from
rammed earth which provides excellent insulation and thermal
mass properties. The bedroom, study and bathroom areas are
timber clad framework. The intersection of the two forms generates complex geometries that define the skylights and internal
courtyard area. The building is oriented so that it allows warm
winter light into the interior while protecting the spaces from the
harsh summer sun. A systems of windows, vents and shutters allows for the cross ventilation of the building.

KIM YOUNSUN

The idea of an intersecting design was inspired by the natural
elements on the site that came from different directions, thus the
buildings structures intersect according to these axes. The suns path
moves across the northern sky from east to west, the cooling breezes
come in from the south while the slope of the site orients the main
pavilion in a south east/ north west direction.
The hut is designed to be a self-sustaining building, generating
electricity from photovoltaic panels, hot water from solar hot water
panels and water from rain fall. The materials used to build and furnish
the hut have been carefully chosen for there sustainability and easy
local supply. The design feeds off nature but also gives back to nature
by treating greywater to return it to the land.

BRENDA YAP

The design is based on the idea of a spiral journey, like the interior of a nautillus shell. The hut
is situated on a hill at the south of the property,
to the north of the site lies a semi-open hill area
while to the south the ground slopes away towards open farmland and the line of gum trees
that follow Wild Duck Creek. The ground level
gently slopes down from east to west and north
to south.
On entering the building one steps into a narrow
kitchen space. The kitchen steps down to a living
space with wood burning fireplace and sliding
glass doors leading to the south facing deck.
Steps up bring us to the bedroom and an internal
courtyard space winds around into the bathroom at the center of the building. A composting
toilet block is situated adjacent to hut and is accessed from the internal courtyard garden.
The hut employs a variety of natural materials.
Interior and exterior walls are clad in fir timber,
marble floors are used in the entrance and
kitchen areas, the living and bedroom floors are
of dark oak while slate is used as stepping stones
in the internal courtyard and on the floor of the
bathroom.
Windows are delineated as long slits at the points
where wall s change direction and a central
skylight around the bathroom space brings light
into the interior zones.

RYOO EUN YOUNG

The hut is dug into the ground of a gently sloping site so that the building is
‘bound to the earth’ in both a physical and philosophical sense. The living,
kitchen and bedroom spaces are interconnected as they terrace down the
hill. Small garden spaces intersect the connecting spaces bringing nature
and the positive effects of micro climate generated by growing plants into
the interior environment.
The buildings form acts like a living thing responding to climate and
environmental forces. Water collection, usage and grey and black water
processing are integrated into the huts architecture while the suns energy is
colected to power hot water, electricity and lighting systems.

FARAH DAMIA
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